
GWs would be detectable
Detect the footprint of the non-G is difficult

Exponential tail-type in LISA

We calculated the GWs induced by the exponential tail perturbation

We computed non-G contributions up to  perturbatively O(A4
g)
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• Events with invisible particles are vastly intriguing but also very challenging to handle at the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC).  

• They might be neutrinos of the Standard Model (SM) or weakly interacting elusive particles in 
new physics produced by the particle collision, for example, dark matter.  

• Our goal is to design a kinematics-solving machine that reconstructs the invisible information 
of particles based on kinematic properties differently from kinematic methods relying on MT2 
or its variants. 

• We name our kinematics-solving machine DeeLeMa is a DNN-based machine to reconstruct 
kinematic unknowns , based on knowns , symmetries, and conservation laws for a given 
event topology ( ).
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DeeLeMa: Missing information search with Deep Learning for Mass estimation
Speaker: Kayoung Ban (Yonsei University)

• We construct  as a loss function and K as kinematics based on physical laws, i.e., the on-shell condition on topology and the missing transverse 
momentum constraint. 

• Additionally, we introduce an auxiliary parameter , which is designed as global trainable parameters based on prior knowledge that all events are of 
the same physics, leading the values reconstructed from the output of DNN, denoted without tilde as , to converge into a single value.
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• To be specific, we present the baseline structure that can reconstruct the invisible momenta and the particle mass spectrum of the event as ttbar like 
antler event topology.  

• We show that DeeLeMa can powerfully improve the reconstruction of not only the mass but also the momenta of invisible particles. 

• DeeLeMa has a sharp peak at the true mass of A and B with the same reconstructed momenta in the full event system. 
• Finally, since DeeLeMa reconstructs masses as a very sharp peak, it is robust under the combinatorial problem as well as detector smearing and off-

shell effects, which is a very good advantage to apply to real experiments.



The XENONnT Experiment

The Neutron Veto

The NV PMTs

Hamamatsu R5912

featuring:
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Dark Matter direct research
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Let’s watch the inflation!
I’m Yurino MIZUGUCHI from Nagoya-university.

My work:  
The lattice simulation of the inflation  
                   by using stochastic formula w/ Y.Tada 

The thing that we challenged at this time:  

Making the video of the initial fluctuations’ evolution 
 in the chaotic inflation model

If you want to watch the video, please feel free to ask me!

A part of the video



BAO mock measurement 
for photometric observation Keitaro Ishikawa

We measure BAO using photometric mock with LoS 
to show the level of photo-  error. 
We check the effect if the photo-  distribution is skewed non-Gaussian.
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Name : Noriaki NAKASAWA  
(working with Hironao MIYATAKE and Tomomi SUNAYAMA) 
Affiliation : Nagoya university, C-lab 
Grade : M2 
Title : Testing gravity by combining weak lensing, clustering and RSD 
 
 

 



Development of a hybrid-photosensor for the DARWIN experiment
Tomoya Hasegawa(ISEE Nagoya University)

from DARWIN collaboration

・A future dark matter(DM) search with ~ 50 ton of liquid xenon
・Neutron from radioactive material can be an irreducible background,  
   and it  limits the discovery potential of DM

Main origins of BG :  
             PMT, cryostat, PTFE(reflecter)

DARWIN experiment

・Need to develop a new photosensor with lower radioactivity
・Especially, I’m developing a hybrid photosensor  
　with plastic scintillator to improve the detection efficiency 

 PMT

plastic  
scintillator

 DARWIN detector

Developed device 
for my experiment



3D distribution of Gases 
reconstructed from Absorption Lines

CLAMATO survey (Lee+ ’14)

RSD analysis with Lyman alpha forest
Koichiro Nakashima (C-Lab, Nagoya U.)

Atsushi J. Nishizawa (Gifu Shotoku U.), Hiroyuki Tashiro, Kenji Hasegawa, Daichi Kashino, Koya Murakami (Nagoya U.)
Kentaro Nagamine (Osaka U.), Ikkoh Shimizu(Shikoku Gakuin U.)

Collaborator : 

Preliminary

Power Spectrum 
& Cosmological Constraint



How can subhalos survive in the epoch of reionization?

• Minihalos have a significant role in the cosmological study and are observed as 
21cm absorption lines.  

• When minihalos have subhalos inside,  
　21cm signals are enhanced  
　(Kadota et al. 2022: arXiv: 2209.01305) 

• But, how subhalos can survive in reality?  
　(Thinking dynamic motion…) 
　→ hydro simulation!

Initial distance from 
 host halo center: ~0.6

~age of the universe
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DM+Baryon background: less than 
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*this is rough estimation
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Does GR really describe gravity?

Okochi

• the phenomenological parameters 

  

• With “cosmic shear”, GR is consistent with 
the observation within .

μ0, Σ0

1σ

 (  corresponds to GR 
without   anisotropic stress)
μ0 = Σ0 = 0

We’d like to constrain these more precisely.

Use of two other correlation functions



A study on the relation between formation history 
and observables of galaxy clusters

the 4th kmi school at Nagoya U., Dec 15-17, 2022
Seongwhan YOON(Nagoya U.), Hironao MIYATAKE (Nagoya U.), Daisuke NAGAI (Yale U.), Erwin Lau 

(Harvard U.), Andrew Hearin (Argonne National Lab.)  + Baryon Pasters Collaboration

1.Motivation:
Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally 
bounded object in our universe.
Statistics of galaxy clusters depend on 
cosmological models.

->constrain cosmology with galaxy clusters!

2.Study outline

1.Introduce two models to describe halos
2.Find best fit model parameters for simulated halos
3.Study the relation between parameters

3.Result
1.Visualized the distribution of parameters 
By using 1d histogram & 2d scatter plot

2.Wrote Machine learning code to understand 
mapping between parameters.



Dark-photon search 
using 𝐵 → 𝐾𝑙+𝑙+𝑙−𝑙− decay 
at Belle
Dark photon search 
on rare 𝐵 decay channel.

𝐵 → 𝐾ℎ′, ℎ′ → 𝐴′𝐴′, 𝐴′ → 𝑙+𝑙−.

ℎ′ for arbitrary scalar particle,
𝐴′ for dark-photon.

Including signal extraction & expected upper limit 
estimation using Belle MC
and Control sample study using Belle MC and DATA. 
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